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Leonhard Euler
By Emil A. Fellmann. English translation by Erika Gautschi and Walter Gautschi. Basel/Boston/Berlin (Birkhäuser
Verlag). 2007. ISBN 10: 3-7643-7538-8. ISBN 13: 978-3-7643-7538-6. xv + 179 pp. Hardcover.€31.99
“A book about a great mathematician which is entirely free of formulae may appear to specialists perhaps a little
strange at first. They should consider, however, that—according to the intentions of the original publisher—the present
work has been written for a broad audience with interests in the history of culture and science” (p. xi). With these
cautionary words, the well-known Euler specialist begins the Preliminary remarks of this English translation of his
Euler biography. It was originally published in German as a paperback in the series rororo Monographien; a Japanese
translation was issued by Springer Tokyo in 2002. The author rightly emphasizes that (with the help of the many
sources cited in this book) specialists will easily find access to literature enabling a deeper penetration into Euler’s
many-sided scientific achievements. The restriction which he imposed upon his exposition is more than compensated
by the fact that, after a lifelong occupation with published and unpublished sources in connection with the edition of
Euler’s Opera omnia, he is in an excellent position to illuminate the cultural, social, political and scientific environment
in which Euler’s immense productivity flourished.
Euler’s professional employments offer a compelling frame for any biographer. In addition to a Prologue and an
Epilogue, Fellmann has entitled the resulting four chapters: Basel 1707–1727 (21 pp.), The first Petersburg period
1727–1741 (36 pp.), The Berlin period 1741–1766 (55 pp.), and The second Petersburg period 1766–1783 (19 pp.).
At the age of 60, Euler dictated a Curriculum vitae of four pages, with which the first chapter opens (in its original
German, followed by an English translation). Family background, childhood and youth in Basel are then outlined by
the author.
A portrayal of the foundation of the Academy of Science in St. Petersburg in 1724 by Tsar Peter I (and of its
prehistory) introduces the reader to the situation which Euler entered in 1727. After he had traveled by stage coach
via Mainz, Marburg (in order to meet the famous philosopher and scientist Christian Wolff), Hannover and Hamburg
to Lübeck, his journey continued by ship in stormy weather across the Baltic Sea to St. Petersburg. Rightly, Wolff
had characterized this city as a scholar’s paradise. Fellmann vividly sketches the population of scholars forming the
Academy in Euler’s early years in St. Petersburg—not a small portion of all these foreigners in the Russian empire
had come from Switzerland, too. The serious setbacks in Euler’s health, in particular the loss of his right eye in
1738, are also covered. About a dozen pages are devoted to a general description (with illustrations) of the principal
scientific works which Euler composed in those years: mechanics, theory of ships, and—in somewhat greater detail—
his theory of music. The call to Berlin by Frederick II in 1740 reached Euler at a time when the political situation
in Russia looked rather gloomy; in addition, Euler’s wife Katharina (née Gsell, the daughter of a Swiss painter) was
apprehensive of the frequent fires among the wooden houses in St. Petersburg, and Euler’s poor health at the time
provided an additional argument for the decision to accept this invitation.
When Euler arrived in Berlin in July of 1741, the king was engaged in war. Thus the reanimation and reorganization
of the Kurfürstlich-Brandenburgische Societät der Wissenschaften into the Königliche Akademie der Wissenschaften
(after 1746 the Académie Royale des Sciences et Belles-Lettres, presided over by the Frenchman Pierre Louis Moreau
de Maupertuis) progressed slowly. Again Euler concentrated on writing numerous scientific papers and books. Fell-
mann comments on the calculus of variations, ballistics, the masterly Introductio in analysin infinitorum, and the
problem of the knight’s moves in the game of chess; a section on Euler’s optical investigations is included somewhat
later. Euler also wrote a piece on the usefulness of higher mathematics, intended for non-mathematicians. Its clear
and comprehensible style is illustrated by a longer quotation (in English translation). It ends with a statement perhaps
typical of its author: “The proofs [of the usefulness] I gave are irrefutable” (p. 65).
In a section entitled The philosopher, Euler’s successful “Letters to a German princess” are presented, before the
author devotes ten pages to the increasingly difficult relations between Euler, Frederick II, and Maupertuis. The latter,
in an expedition to Lapland in 1736/37, had “flattened the earth,” i.e. had established Newton’s gravitational theory
and thereby contributed decisively to the defeat of the Cartesian physical theory in France. The ugly quarrel in 1751
about the principle of least action, in which both Maupertuis and Euler made calamitous figures, is slightly touched,
before the strained relations between Euler and Frederick II are considered and Euler and his family are depicted in
a section called Pater familias. Finally, Fellmann carefully judges the various answers that have been given to the
question of why Euler finally left Berlin.
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When Euler’s conditions for a return to St. Petersburg had been fulfilled by Catherine II (with the exception of
the vice-presidency of the Academy), he and his family started a two-month journey back to Russia. Upon arrival in
St. Petersburg on 28 July 1766 (after stops in Warsaw, Mitau (Jelgava) and Riga) he was greeted with a triumphant
reception. Catherine discussed with him the reorganization of the Academy which had deteriorated under the earlier
government. Severe blows, however, were ahead for the mathematician: after an eye operation he almost totally lost
his eyesight; in the fire disaster of 1771 which destroyed the Euler family home, the mathematician nearly lost his
life; and two years later Katharina Euler died. Forced to look for help in the household, Euler married her younger
half-sister Salome Abigail Gsell in 1776. (On this, G.K. Michailov contributed a four-page section, The discord about
Leonhard Euler’s second marriage, to this book.) On the scientific side, of the more than 400 papers and books
composed by Euler during the second St. Petersburg period, Fellmann describes the popular “algebra for beginners”
and works on astronomy, before turning to a short summary of Euler’s obligations in the Academy. The chapter closes
with the sudden death of the great mathematician, and its repercussions in the scientific world.
The Epilogue presents some statistical information about Euler’s immense productivity, examples of judgments
of famous subsequent mathematicians, and comments about alleged weaknesses in Euler’s work (for example, his
dealings with the concept of infinity). More than 300 notes guide the reader to sources and further literature; a chrono-
logical table, a bibliography of primary and secondary literature, a collection of testimonials, an index of names and
a list of sources for the illustrations round off this panorama of the greatest mathematician of the 18th century. Its
English publication is a welcome tribute on the occasion of the tercentenary of Euler’s birth.
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Euler at 300. An appreciation
Edited by R.E. Bradley, L.A. D’Antonio, and C.E. Sandifer. Washington, DC (The Mathematical Association of
America). 2007. ISBN 978-0-88385-565-2. xiii + 298 pp. US$51.95
Among the various celebrations of the tercentenary of Euler’s birth in 2007, the Mathematical Association of
America has taken the quantitative lead with five books published during the year. This one comprises around a score
of new articles, written mostly by American or Canadian authors and often delivered as lectures at meetings held in the
USA during this decade by the Euler Society. Several articles contain suggestions about using the history described
in mathematics education. There are plenty of illustrations, many linked to the texts and some being likenesses of
historical figures.
On the coverage, as is usual in Euler research, the majority of articles treat aspects of pure mathematics, especially
analysis, the calculus and algebra; but there are a few pieces on aspects of mechanics such as lunar theory, elasticity
theory and fluid dynamics, and even one on engineering, where Euler’s writings have largely been neglected since
their original publication. Two articles focus upon James Bernoulli and Brook Taylor, figures who influenced Euler;
but rather little is said in the book about Euler’s own influence on his successors, on which topic see Grattan-Guinness
and Caramalho Domingues [in press].
There has been much historical writing on Euler prior to the recent interest (see Burkhardt, 1983, for a compre-
hensive list to date). Some important sources are the editorial commentaries in volumes of the first three series of the
Opera omnia, which (as noted on p. 204) are still in progress, with completion likely in 2008. On the whole, the new
historians have duly noted their predecessors, though not always; in particular, the several authors covering Euler’s
work on series do not cite, and seem not to have profited from, the extensive study [Hofmann, 1959] of Euler’s early
work in this area.
